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Cheetah Goal Climber Activity - English
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Cheetah Goal Climber
Goal Tracking Activity

Girls will learn how to set and track goals with 
these interactive Cheetah Goal Climbers.
Stir up some excitement tracking your goals with this crafty paint stick.  Watch your cheetah 
climb to new heights with every box sold.  Motivate girls beyond the numbers by including pictures 
of the rewards girls earn at each level.

Supplies 
 �   Cheetah slide templates (printed and laminated)
 �   Paint sticks (1 per girl)
 �   Goal Markers (clipart of rewards in your council’s program - 
placed inside a 1/2” x 5/8“ rectangle.  Include the box level with 
picture as well).  Laminate if desired, for durability.  NOTE:  If you do 
not have pictures, you can write in box numbers only with a marker.
 �    Green craft foam  (adhesive backed) (2” x 2  1/2” piece per girl)  
NOTE:  The craft foam is a “functional” component of the design, and 
should NOT be substituted for markers or construction paper.
 �    Scissors
 �    Markers (our example uses green, brown and tan, but if you want 
to encourage creativity you supply a variety of colors)
 �    Glue o r glue dots
 �    Tape 

Preparation:
�    Print cheetah slides and laminate (you can either laminate them, or  place clear packing tape on the front and 
back of the paper before cutting them out).  This will reduce chances of cheetah tearing when sliding up the stick. 
�    Prepare the goal markers:  place a picture of each item girls can earn from your council during the cookie 
program inside a 1/2” x 5/8” rectangle, along with the number of boxes to earn that item. (Consider making color 
copies of the rewards panel on the order card, reducing copy size as needed).  Laminate or cover with clear 
packing tape. NOTE:  If you  do not have access to the pictures, you can write in the box numbers only, directly on 
the sticks.    
�   Make a sample Cheetah Goal Climber to demonstrate to girls. 

Instructions:
�   Invite girls to set their personal cookie goals (the number of boxes they plan to sell)
�    Cut out Cheetah slide (note that cut line extends around tail to allow the tail to extend out when the 
slide is wrapped around the stick)
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�    Usiing markers, color in and decorate the paint stick.  The example below used tan for the background, brown 
for the vine, and green for the leaves, but girls may want to design their own look using additional colors.

�    Cut out the green craft foam ( 2” x 2 1/2” piece), cutting grass blades into the front of the piece.  Enhance with 
additional detail, using green markers, if desired. (A)  
�    Attach the “grass” to the bottom of  the stick (B) (C)
NOTE:   The thickness of the craft foam will act as a “stop” to prevent the cheetah slide from falling off the the stick.

�    Cut out the girl rewards picture squares and attach to decorated paint stick using glue dots. (Or write in box 
numbers).

A. B. C.

�    Demonstrate to girls how they can use the stick to track their goals.  
As they reach each milestone in boxes of cookies sold, they should slide 
the cheetah up the stick to mark their progress towards their goal.  If 
needed, they can place a small piece of tape on the back to secure the 
cheetah in each position as it works its way up the stick.  

�    Loosely wrap the cheetah slide around the paint stick, above the grass, and secure with tape.  It should be 
loose enough to slide up and down the stick, but secure enough so that it does not slide over or past the grass.
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